Perfect for low-moisture, interim-maintenance of commercial carpet.

Brite Look. Great for residential work, too.

Busy commercial sites can’t always spare the time for regular deep-down cleanings from shampooing or hot water extraction. When your customer can’t afford to wait for damp carpet to dry, bonnet cleaning with Brite Look Bonnet Cleaner is the perfect low-moisture, interim-maintenance procedure.

Brite Look is the great choice for both commercial and residential carpets, and even stain-resistant carpeting. It offers outstanding cleaning results and may be applied using the dip or spray method.

When in liquid form, Brite Look encases soil and dirt residues so they can be easily removed (after just a few minutes, you will notice obvious soiling on your bonnet, which means Brite Look is doing its job). Shortly after application, Brite Look dries to a hard crystal, which is easily removed during daily vacuuming.

Since Bright Look leaves no foam or sticky residue behind, re-soiling is no longer a problem. That means carpets stay cleaner longer, prolonging the time in between deep cleanings.

The end result? Bright, beautiful carpets with a light floral scent your customers will love.
Dilutions and Usage Instructions

Dilutions:
This economical product mixes at a ratio of one quart per gallon of water (32 oz per gallon). Freeze thaw stable.

Usage Instructions:
Bonnet cleaning is an interim-maintenance program typically used in commercial cleaning situations. It is considered part of a low-moisture cleaning system. This process only cleans the face fibers. It does not get a deep-down cleaning achieved by shampooing or hot water extraction.

1. Thoroughly vacuum carpet.

2. Using a pump-up sprayer, apply Brite Look Bonnet Cleaner diluted at 32 oz per gallon of water to carpet.

3. Run a bonnet machine or floor machine over the carpet. Flip or replace bonnet as it becomes soiled.

4. The bonnet cleaning chemical will become a dry crystal upon drying. This crystal will be vacuumed away during daily maintenance.

Works great with Unitex UniPro low-speed floor machines.